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Critical Principles and Influences
ontrary to popular belief, writing is becoming more important and relevant in
thi age of technology rather than I
A
.
·
ess so. sour world becomes increasingly di gitized, it
becomes of paramount importan ce th at peop1e gam
· the necessary skills
· to commumcate
·
effectively in writing. Emails, text messages, Tweets, Facebook posts, biogs, and
countless other forms of written content are the primary forms of expression and
communication. In fact, a study by the Pew Research Center reports that, "31 % [ of
Americans] said they preferred texts to talking on the phone .. . [and] another 14% said
the contact method they prefer depends on the situation" (Smith). As a result, it has
become even more important that students learn not only how to write and reason, but
also how to do so appropriately in our highly digitized and quickly changing culture.

I was inspired to pursue the possibility of teaching developmental composition
online as a result of my experience teaching the Enhanced English 1010 writing labs at
Austin Peay State University, and specifically the pilot section of an online version of the
same course. As I began planning what I would do differently the next time I taught the
online course, I realized there is very little research into teaching developmental
composition in an online setting. While there is a fair amount of information on teaching
English online, particularly literature, there has not been as much research into teaching
composition, and especially not composition for those who are classified as
developmental students. I broadened my research and looked into articles about online
teaching in general, finding information on how to make an online course as effective as
possibl e and how to use technology in a way that enhances the lesson rather than
di stracti ng fro m it. Jn many cases I fo und that strategies applied to other di sciplines could
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be easily modified for a writin

d
.
g course an could potentially be highly beneficial for

composition students.
I specifically found the

k fM · 1
_
.
wor o
anso Clark-Ibanez and Lmda Scott to be very

helpful even th ough their focus was on teaching an Introduction to Sociology course.
While sociology differs significantly from composition, both fields involve subjective
assessments and instruction, making much of the authors' input highly relevant for
teaching writing. They emphasize student engagement and instructor feedback; both of
which are of absolute importance for an online composition course, and they specifically
address the challenges of adapting traditional curriculum for an online course.
After doing this research, I began to feel that online courses could be more
beneficial than I had previously thought, especially for a school such as APSU with a
high percentage of students with full-time jobs and families. After all, online instruction
is ideal for non-traditional and shy students because the online environment is flexible
and allows them to communicate with a certain amount of anonymity and protection. I
also began to think about the fact that an online writing course forces students to do far
more writing than a traditional course does, and, therefore, could potentially be a very
successful mode of instruction. In addition to their usual writing assignments, students
must communicate with their peers and their professor almost exclusively in writing.
Although students who live in the same town as the university could meet with the
professor during office hours, the majority of communication would be through writing,
and what better practice can we offer students? Though I have always been skeptical of
online instruction, I realize that it is necessary for some students to earn their degrees,
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and if online courses are going to be used anyway, they should be conducted with the
most care and meticulousness as possible.
The students who are placed in English 1010-E are often non-traditional students
with families and/or full-time jobs outside the classroom. They are sometimes ELL
students who are shy about asking questions. Those who have come to college straight
after high school often have low self-confidence in their writing abilities. They are the
ideal candidates for an online course because the online classroom is more flexible for
students with jobs and families ; the feedback is more personalized for students who need
extra attention; and the environment is safe and supportive for students who are normally
too shy to speak up and ask questions in a traditional classroom setting.
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Introduction
It is by no means a new pheno

h
menon t at freshmen entering universities are not

as prepared as their professors would like the
universities were forced to implement progr

t b A
1
.
m o e. sear y as 1885, Amenca' s

t h
h .
.
.
ams o e1p t eir strugglmg students with

what they considered basic writing skills (Connors 47) . However, th at was dunng
· a time
·
when information was not as freely exchanged, and it is understandable that writing
instruction would be nowhere near standardized across secondary schools. Now that it is

2014, and we have the benefit of widespread telephones, cell phones, the Internet, and email, shouldn't this problem have been solved by the ease of communication and
collaboration? Reality tells us that this is far from being the truth. Four-year universities
are still offering developmental writing courses for freshmen who enter without the
necessary skills for being successful writers in college. Instructors are hired ; elaborate
programs are put in place, and students are often required to devote more time to their
writing than in a traditional three-hour course, just as they have been since 1885.
There are many reasons for the persistence of this problem . Michael Dubson
points out that, "[one] phenomenon that affects student attitudes about and ability in
writing is the image-heavy/text-light world most of our students have come of age in"
(98). Certainly, many arguments and studies support this claim, including

icholas Carr' s

The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our Brains, a text that explores the science
behind how technology affects our ability to think deeply and critically. Professors also
point to ineffective high school instruction, some blaming the teachers, others blaming
the policies. Elizabeth Dutro criticizes the latter in her discussion of the assumptions
· 1um wr1·t ers about students' home lives, and how detrimental these
made b y curncu

2
a , um pt ion

an b to

··
wntmg in truction whe11

p r iv d n nn (Dutro). Anne Ruggles G

· .
. .
appli ed to students ltvmg outside the

.
.
ere pomts to the paradox inherent in writing,

that it i oft n u ed a a punishment but th
'
en up he Id as the measure of a compl ete
ducation . This creates a conundrum

h .
w erem stu dents develop a negative perception of

writing while it simultaneously remains a st
.
aple of academia (Gere). There is widespread
agreement that the challenges of teachin

..
g wntmg are one of the most important issues

fac ing hi gher education today , but there is li"ttle consensus on how to address these
challenges.

Brief History of Developmental Writing
Over the course of the past 130 years, universities have tried a number of
strategies to bring incoming freshmen up to college level writing standards. These
strategies have gone through countless changes and alterations to accommodate
fluctuating student populations, changes in composition trends, and administrative
requirements. From the days of the "Awkward Squad" at Yale in the 1920s, a fairly
progressive but insensitively named program, developmental writing courses have cycled
through various methods and structures, and composition in general has seen a large shift
from product- to process-oriented instruction (Crowley 65). Most notably, there has been
an ongoing debate within the composition community over whether developmental
composition should even be taught, with some instructors arguing that colleges should
establi sh prerequi sites that bar those who are deficient in written communication skills
fro m enterin g in the fi rst place. Indeed, in the late 1950s, it began to look as though
co ll eges co uld affo rd to eliminate fres hman compo sition altogether. As Robert Connors
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explains, "fewer but much better re
d
.
p pare stu dents were seeking admission. We might
think of the period as the antithesis 0 f 1.
. .
a Iteracy cns1s: there was no press of new student
populations, test scores were rising every year, and there were fewer bachelor' s degrees
conferred in 1960 than in 1950 (Connors 55) . However, thi s era d'd
1 not last, and as
college enrollment rates rose again in the 1960s and co mpos1·110n
· deve lope d as its
· own
discipline, the debate swung back in favor of reform over abolition (Connors 56).
The debate continued through the 1960s, but beginning in the 1970s, the cries to
do away with freshman composition became fainter. As open admissions policies became
widespread, universities were faced with a student population that was far less prepared
than that of previous decades. Connors writes that, "any chance that abolitionist ideas
might have had in the early 1970s was swamped by mid-decade. The ' back to the basics'
movement, the rise of basic writing as a subdiscipline even the writing process
movement all presumed a required freshman cour e.. (58). The education reform boom of
the 1980s brought attention to the large number of students who were not prepared for the
expectations of the college classroom, and instructors were offered ample opportunity to
work with developmental students who were deficient in their writing skills.
The most recent policy shift affecting the de elopmentaJ writing debate is the
implementation of the No Child Left Behind Act

CLB) of 200 1. As one of the most

controversial education reform bills in American history. the CLB is regarded by many
· ·
t amount of students who enter college
college instructors as contnbutmg to a grea er
.h
h
..
k'll they need due to secondary schools feeling pressured to pass
wit out t e wr1tmg s 1 s
·
.
d not to lose federal funding. As James Gerard
students with sub-par scores m or er
Caillier explains,
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Those schools that do n0 t

m

ak

e [Annual Yearly Progress] for two

consecutive years in e h f h . d
ac o t eir emographic subgroups will be labeled
as failing and will h

t f,c:
.
ave o o 1er ch01ce to transfer ... Schools failing to

make their A YP three y

·
.
.
ears m a row wi 11 have to provide students with

supplemental services or free tutoring . . .If a school fails a fourth year, they
have to write a school improvement plan, which has to be approved by the
state. Lastly, schools are reconstituted if they fail five years in a row.
(Caillier 583)
The A YP is determined based on students' scores on standardized tests, meaning that
public schools are often forced to teach to the test, rather than to students' learning styles,
in order to have the best chance of meeting A YP goals. This incentivizes passing students
who are still not truly proficient in certain areas so that schools can maintain success rates
that keep them from losing funding and being reconstituted.

Defining College Writing
First we must determine what we mean when we discuss college writing. Just

'

what are these skills that universities consider necessary and ubiquitous, but that are
falling through the cracks? Just as with the discord on how to address student

· · we 1ac k a concrete answer for this question across the board. Countless
de fiiciencies,
·
h
·tt
bout what they believe constitutes college-level writing, but
mstructors ave wn en a
· definition that has been agreed upon universally. As
there has not been a compre h ensive
· board is left to decide what its particular set of
a result each school or state governing
'
. .
. H
there do seem to be a few basic aspects that appear
pre-requ1s1te standards is. owever,
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in n10. t d finition , of

liege I v 1 · ·
wntmg. In his essay," ollege-Level Writing: A
:· Jame Genti l out!'mes some bas1·c guidelines that appear

a

ho

1 :

"hi gh r-le el critic I d'
th ' .
a rea mg, mkmg, and writing skills, ... [and] a type

of writing that both e idences those skill

dd
s an emonstrates mastery of the conventi ons

of a ademic pro e·• (3 I 2) These
k'll h ·
·
·
are s 1 s t at mcommg college freshmen are expected
to knO\ · or at lea st have a basic understanding of, so that their skills may be polished and
honed in their composition courses. Keith Hjortshoj ' s book The Transition to College
Writing, updated through the years, provides another account of what colleges expect.

at only does he address the specifics of what constitutes a college-level paper-"you
will ha e a clear argument. .. you will select and organize information in a logical,
sequential order the reader can easily follow" (Hjortshoj 84}-he also points out
strategies fo r achieving these aims and gives explanations of how college professors
might mark a paper based on their expectations: "If they do not mark [small] errors on the
papers they return to you, the reason is not that they don't notice or don't care. Instead,
minor errors are so common in student writing that most teachers don 't have the time to
mark them and do not view this editorial work as their responsibility" (Hjortshoj 87). Not
only does his book offer help and guidance for incoming freshmen, it reinforces the idea
that it is easier to explain to students what to expect from their professors than to define
exactl y what "college-level writing" is.
The fluid nature of college expectations makes it difficult for hi gh school
. ·ted in time and resources to prepare their students fo r
teac hers, who are aIrea dy 11m1
'

. ? · r ·h Angst of a Hi gh School English Teacher," the author
college. In "Am I a L1ar.. e

.
., • •
f II
E glish are updated mai nly by alumni who visit and
explains that her v1s1ons o co ege n

6
share their experiences with me" (J d
or an et al. 39). As she states, the lack of
communication from colleges to h" h h
Ig sc ools about what will be expected of students
when they reach higher education • . 1.
IS cnpp mg to high school English instruction. High
school teachers are often forced to guess what to teach based on the anecdotal and limited
evidence of the few students who stay•m contact after graduation. The author shares
another case in which a visiting former stud ent overhead a current student ask a question
about her research paper and replied ' '"Do n 't worry about It.
. I Just
. graduated from
college and I never once had to write a research paper"' (Jordan et al. 36). Other than the
troubling notion that a student was able to get through college without writing a single
research paper, this instance highlights the fact that there is no overarching entity which
informs high school teachers what their students will be expected to know by the time
they enter a freshman writing course.
Because of the enigmatic requirements of college writing, and continued
emphasis on standardized testing for high school students, there does not appear to be
anything on the horizon that will mitigate the disconnect between what is taught in high
school English and what colleges expect incoming freshmen to be able to do. As a result,
the need for developmental writing courses has little chance of decreasing even as written
communication skills and digital literacy become increasingly important. Moreover, as
society puts increased emphasis on obtaining a college degree, some demographic groups
such as low-income students, adults who have full-time jobs, and those who previously
attended college but were not successful, are finding ways to attend college. However,
th ese same groups o f peop le ar

e often the very students who need developmental writing

·
·
A
· a' s education policies and societal norms are creating a
mstruction. In essence, menc

7

ulture who D el obligated to attend colle

ge, but th0 se same policies mean that incoming
coll ge students lack the appropriate skills t0
.
be successful. In this way, developmental
writing programs are as important •f t
.
, I no more important, than ever.

The Development of APSU' s
structured Leaming Assistance Model
In 1984, in response to the nationwide outcry for education reform, the Tennessee
Board of Regents (TBR) instituted a new policy for developmental and remedial courses.
As their basis for college-level standards, they turned to the College Board's 1983
publication "Academic Preparation for College" (Bader and Hardin 35). Under this
program, students who were identified as deficient by standardized test scores and
placement tests were required to enroll in remedial courses. After successfully
completing the remedial course, students could then enroll in a regular freshman core
class (Bader and Hardin 37). Though the assessment methods underwent several changes
between 1984 and 2001 , the model for the developmental courses remained the same.
Though retention and success rates did improve under this program (Bader and Hardin
38), a major drawback was that, "Although remedial and developmental courses did not
carry graduation credit, grades earned in these courses did appear on transcripts" (40).
This stipulation meant that students were paying for these courses, spending at least one
semester enrolled in them, and receiving grades that affected their GP A, but without the
benefit of having their time and credits count towards graduation.
TBR mandated that developmental courses count for
In 2007, that change d when
· • .
.
·
St t University's response to this mandate was to create
mst1tut1onal credit. Austm Peay a e
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the tructured Leaming Assistance (SLA)

program across the core curriculum, including

writing courses. Enhanced English 1010 (E 1. h
.
ng is 1010-E) 1s the developmental
equivalent of English 1010, the traditio

fr hm
..
na1 es an composition course. Both courses

are worth three credit hours are taught by full t'
f:
'
- 1me acu1ty members, and use the same
required texts. The difference between the two is that English 1010-E also has a twohour-per-week lab component, in addition to the three hours of lecture, that is designed to
give struggling students extra practice and information which a typical lecture course
simply does not have time to give. As the National Center for Academic Transformation
report states, "These core courses will not change in content, but will be linked to SLA
workshops" (NCAT). A major goal of the program is for the lecture portion to mirror a
regular English 1010 course as much as possible in structure, assignments, and even
required texts. In theory, the only "Enhanced" part of English 1010-E is the extra two
hours in the writing lab. The department requires the exact same textbooks for both
English 101 0 and English 1010-E so that the books that students have do not identify
them as being in a developmental course. Additionally, after students complete English
1010-E and go on to a regular English 1020 class, their new professors are not told who
was or was not in English 1O10-E, with the hope that those who were in developmental
English are unidentifiable from their peers who were in a regular English 1010 course.
Before the Structured Learning Assistant (SLA) program was put into place in the
dents who successfully passed their developmental
fall of 2007, the percentage of st u
01

.

course was at 54 .4 1 0 , usm

g students enrolled in the 2005-2006 academic year as a

.
uccess rate of students enrolled in the new English
baseline (APSU 11 ). The cumu1at ive s
.
sed to 69 9% (11). It should be noted that the
1010-E program from 2007-20 14 mcrea
·

9
success rate under the old mod 1
1
e was ca culated allowing students two full academic
years to successfully complete the c

h
ourse, w ereas the SLA success rate is calculated

based on one semester. In other w d
1 h
or s, not on y as the completion rate increased, it has
done so despite the program having higher standards for success.
Additionally, the one-year retention rates of students enrolled in developmental
courses has increased significantly under the new SLA model. The 2006 cohort was used
as a baseline because it is the most recent academic year to the SLA model being put in
place. The number of students who returned to the university the next fall was 52.3%
under the old model, and that number has increased to a cumulative rate of 64.9% with
the SLA model for the 2007-2013 cohorts (APSU 12). Even more compelling are the
rates of students who have graduated from the university within six years of completing
the English 1010-E courses. Under the old DSP model , only 14.29% of the 2006 cohort
had graduated after six years, compared to 29.46% of the 2007 cohort, and 33.33% of the
2008 cohort (APSU 11 ). Over twice as many developmental students are now graduating
from the university within six years than were previously graduating under the DSP
model. To emphasize the impact this program has had, 586 more students have
successfully completed English 1O1O, and 208 additional students have been retained as a
result of the English 1o10-E courses than would have under the DSP model (APSU).

Inside the SLA Writing Labs
. . 1 b h e a few general requirements that are the same across the
The wntmg a s av
e assi aned and students may not take assignments
board. No out-of-class wor k may b
o
'
.
.
k·
ork must be completed within the 55-minute
home to fimsh and bnng bac , a11 w

10

tim frame of the clas . This pot · . 111
.
icy is place to protect and benefit the students in these
Enhanced courses who already hav

h .
e a eavier course load due to the two extra hours of

instruction they are receiving in the labs

d.
.
' an is also mtended to keep them from feeling

that they need to prioritize lab work ov th .
.
.
er eu maJor assignments in the lecture.
Additionally, no lab work may be gr d d fi
a e or correctness, but only for completion. Under
this model, students receive credit for coming to c1ass, part1c1patmg,
. . . and domg
. their
.
work. They do not receive grades in the labs based on how well they do the in-class
assignments, just whether they do them at all.
These labs are taught by Graduate Assistants (GAs) from the English department
who have been picked by the Director of Composition and the English Graduate
Coordinator. Each GA is partnered with at least one professor for a total of three to four
writing labs. The way that each professor structures his or her course largely determines
they type of instruction that each GA uses. In the fall of 2013 , I worked .with Dr. Charla
White-Major on one section, and with another professor for two sections. For Dr. WhiteMajor's classes, she provided me with a detailed course calendar, complete with specific
topics I should be covering in the labs. While the students were required to have
assignments completed on certain days, the lesson plans and teaching were largely left up
to me. For example, while Dr. White-Major would determine which days the class
should focus on comma usage, I had the freedom to create the day' s lesson and any
classwork. In the other professor' s labs, there was less structure imposed on which topics
ine what to teach based on what I could see students
to cover, an d I was left to determ
•
•
f h
oaches worked in their own way, both for the students
strugglmg with. Both o t ese appr
.
. t tor The more structured approach gave me some
and fo r me as a first-time ms rue ·
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guidance as to what topics I should be t

h.
.
eac mg, while the less structured approach taught

me valuable lessons in flexibility and adaptation.
Though the general structure of the course 1s
. the same across the department, each
professor sets his or her own personal attendance pol·ic1es
· and assignments.
·
For examp1e,
one professor simply requires that students attend ten lab sessions in order to pass that
portion of the course and offers extra credit to anyone who attends twenty sessions or
more. Other professors allow a certain amount of absences and then begin to dock points
after students reach that limit. Some professors require students to write a paragraph
during each course meeting in order to get consistent examples of the students' writing;
others have no specific requirements other than attendance. As a result, the English
1010-E courses still feel like individual, tailored courses that differ across instructors,
while also maintaining a level of consistency that ensures that students are getting the
help they need.
A typical class period for all the labs I taught involved 15-20 minutes of grammar
review and instruction as we worked together on a topic, then 20-25 minutes of
individual or group classwork, with all of us coming back together as a large group at the
end of class to go over the assignment and address any lingering questions. Depending on
·d a worksheet or writing prompt for the students to complete
the 1esson, I wou ld prov1 e
.
. .
h. h I
Id then collect at the end of the class period. I tried to vary
dunng this time, w ic wou

.
.
f
k to week so that students did not become disengaged,
my mstruct10n methods rom wee
f om popular culture in order to (hopefully) help them
and I frequentl y used examp Ies r
.
1 I also emphasized that the goal of the course was not
remember certam grammar rues.
MLA citation format, but for them to know
fo r them to memorize every comma ru1e or
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how to use the resources available t 0 th
.
em m 0rd er to correct their own work. After all ,
very few students who are English ma·
.
Jors are placed m developmental writing courses,
so it is of paramount importance that the

1 usefulness of the course be stressed
rea1-word

in order to demonstrate that it is still essenf 1 fi
·
ia or a nursmg student or a computer
programmer to be able to write effectively.
In these writing labs, many of the students began the semester with an attitude of
skepticism at best. A few rare students seemed to feel genuinely neutral about being
there, but it was clear that the majority would rather be doing something else with their
time. However, in both semesters, as we went on and completed more lessons, and
specifically once the students had revised their own work, I could see them begin to open
up and engage more in the class. For one thing, they began to feel more comfortable with
me, asking me questions and coming to me for help. Most notably, they began to take
risks with their writing, trying new words and sentence structures, and though they
weren't always successful on their first try, they were still moving forward and making
progress. More than once I witnessed a student finally grasp a concept that had been a
challenge, and across the board I saw a noted improvement in students ' organization and
writing style as students were forced, often for the first time, to write a considerable
amount throughout the semester.

Adapting Writing Courses for Online Instruction
.
.
b
ld colleges are being urged more and more to offer
In our mcreasmg1Y g 1o a1 wor '
_
db t dents is certainly present. As America' s conflicts
onhne classes, and the deman Y s u
. .
. creasing numbers of military personnel have come
overseas have been wmdmg down, m
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home and enrolled in courses that ar

·d c
e pai ior by the GI Bill; adults with families and
full -time jobs have realized that they h
b
.
ave a etter chance at Job security with a four-year
degree; rising tuition costs mean th t 1 ·
a ow-mcome students fresh out of high school who
want to attend college may not be bl tO d
·
a e
o so without working at least part-time. For all
of these groups, the be st option for them to be able to complete a degree is to do so online
in an environment that offers them flexibility of time and 1oca110n.
·
But what happens
when these groups of people need developmental writing instruction that is only offered
in a traditional course setting?
The question remains, and it is an important one, as to whether a student can truly
receive effective writing instruction in a virtual setting, and specifically whether a student
can receive effective developmental writing instruction online. Not only is it possible, for
some students it is preferable. Online courses best serve students who already have jobs
and/or families, or those who must work while they are in school. Additionally, online
courses are ideal for students who find it intimidating to speak up in a traditional
classroom due to low self-esteem and feelings of inadequacy. If we look back at the
factors in 1984 that prompted TBR to implement a comprehensive developmental
program, we see that,
40% of all freshmen entering TBR institutions were underprepared
for college level work. This percentage included students who had
selected a program Oth er

than college preparatory while in secondary

d opped out of school and who had eventually
school, students who had r
.
Ed (on Development (GED) certification, students
earned their Genera1 uca I
. b·1· . that had interfered with their participation in a
who had d1sa I ities
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college-preparatory

. l
curncu um and d 1
'
a u ts who were entering college after
an extended period of ti
me away from academic life. (Bader and Hardin
36)

These characteristics of students who

nee

dd
.
.
eve 1opmental mstruction have a significant

overlap with the characteristics of students hO
h
.
w can ypothetically benefit the most from
online instruction. While individual person r f
a 1 1es must a1ways be taken into account, this
information suggests that online developmental

·t·
·
wn mg courses, when taught creatively

and meticulously, have the potential to be just as effective as traditional courses.

Online Teaching Strategies

It is important to bear in mind that even the techniques of traditional classroom
instruction with which educators are familiar and comfortable are not I 00% effective.
Students still fail their in-person writing classes, and the ways to prevent that failure are
the same for both virtual and traditional instruction. In any subject and in any classroom
format, student success depends on the attentiveness and motivation of both student and
teacher. In her essay "Innovative Writing Instruction: Writing Rewired: Teaching Writing
in an Online Setting," Stephanie Imig asserts, "Many traditional schools face a similar
wasteland [of student engagement] as they employ cookie-cutter curricula and gear daily
education toward the rigorous mountain of testing" (80). Clearly, the challenge of
· stu dents , m
· terest and motivating them to submit assignments is just as present
engaging
· a trad"it10na
· 1c1assroom as i·t i·s onli"ne · As a result , similar strategies must be used to
m
·
· a vi·rtual classroom as those that have been proven
achieve
student engagement m
effective in traditional classrooms.
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Admittedl y, the benefits of the f;
.
ace-to-face interaction provided in a traditional
classroom can never be fully replicated b an
.
y y onlme tools. The dynamics that come with
verbal (and more importantly ' nonverbal) communicatio
n can on1Ytruly be experienced
when people are sharing the same h .
p ys1cal space. However, with the wide range of online
tools available, that interaction can be ve

ry

cl

.
ose1Y replicated, and in some cases may

even be more beneficial specifically because of the 1ac k of phys1cal
. mteract1on.
.
. In an
essay published in The Journal of General Educa r·ion, Kem. Lee Krause wntes,
.
"Although face-to-face contact with teaching faculty remains crucial in developing
students' academic writing skills, there is a place, too, for judicious use of online
technologies to provide support in this area" (203). The challenge then does not lie in the
technology itself, but in the instructor' s ability to use that technology effectively so that
students feel comfortable and willing to participate in the conversation.
This lack of face-to-face interaction can be turned to the instructor' s advantage in
work-shopping and peer-reviewing papers. Without having to confront their classmates
in-person, students may feel more comfortable sharing ideas and offering constructive
criticism. Online instructor Shelbie Witte utilized a blog in her virtual classroom in an
attempt to allow students to express themselves in a broader environment, and when the
blog was temporarily disabled by administrators, students made such comments as, "' By
taking away our access to the ... blog, you have taken away my voice" ' (Witte 95). This
statement d emonstrat es stu d ents

' hi"ghly positive response to being given the freedom to

·
h
d ·d
· a setting in which they feel supported and safe. If
express their thoug ts an 1 eas m

.
. nr ne expression falls to instructors in the giving of
anythmg, the larger cha11 enge m o 1
t t e is being conveyed through writing. Criticism
feedback and hoping that the correc on
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an fe I mu h harsher without the 'd f
a1 o vocal and facial inflections. However, online
teach r can overcome this challe
.
nge to a certam extent by establishing a tone and
rapport early on in the class as well as b tT
.
.
'
Yu 1 izmg more informal writing techniques
such as emoticons to convey more subtle ideas.
Additionally participatio ·
,
n m an on1me course can be quantified in a way that it
cannot in traditional courses · By req umng
· · stud ents to post d1scuss10n
·
· topics and respond
to their peers, instructors can easily give a participation grade that truly reflects how
much a student is engaging in the course. While shy, introverted students in traditional
courses may receive a low participation grade while still listening and absorbing the
material, those same students can more accurately reflect their attentiveness in an online
environment. This aspect of online courses is especially relevant in a developmental
writing course in which students may feel that their questions or input are inadequate.
The relative anonymity offered by the virtual environment has the potential to empower
students who would have been silent in an on-site classroom, giving teachers a better
understanding of their needs and abilities than they might have received otherwise.
One of the most noticeable ways that an online setting can be used to the
advantage of teaching composition is that it allows for students to write on their own
schedule , within reason. Kerri-Lee Krause discusses this phenomena, saying, "To ensure
· l 1 tt' g of the university or college, students
successful integration in the soc10cu tura se m
.
d h' ] f~ !ding comes in the form of an online resource that
need scaffoldmg ... [an t 1s sea 10
allows students to learn an d deve 1op

academic writing skills at their own pace" (204).

.
h fact that students are able to "attend" the lecture
Though deadlines must still be met, t e
h the freedom to arrange the class at a time
at any point throughout the day enab 1est em
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wh nth - are be

ui ted to work Wh th
.
e er they are most ef'iective
!" . m
. the morning or
.
evening. the can tailor their classroom e
.
xpenence to their strengths. Moreover, this level
of personal control encourages stud
ents to become more se If-aware and self-explorative
in their learning process. Students
t .
mus sti11 conform themselves to the parameters of the
t

assignments, but they are presented with a

..
more v1s1ble manifestation of the ways that the

class material can be conformed to their ne d
. .
.
e s, which is an essential realization of the
instructor-student relationship · When students are abl e to see the ways in which the
instructor, and the course itself, are working to help them, they 1ee
e: l more supported and
encouraged.
Additionally, teaching writing online provides more practice in written
communication than a traditional course does. Discussions that would normally be
spoken, and questions that would normally be asked out loud, must, in an online.course,
be communicated just as effectively through writing. Moreover, students receive
significantly more reading practice in an online course because they receive their
assignments, lessons, and feedback primarily in written form. While this aspect does
present a challenge for students who have difficulty with reading comprehension, even
that obstacle can be overcome with innovative instruction techniques. The ease of filesharing provides ample opportunities for instructors to use audio and visual methods to
teach certain concepts, and even instructor feedback can be recorded as an audio file and
shared with an individual student to supplement the written comments on a paper.
·
t·
·th colorful visuals and charts can liven up typical black-andPowerpomt presenta 10ns w1
·
tud ts more easily. While instructors cannot (and should
white blocks of text to engages en
.
.
.
•
d e: db ck entirely, supplementing it with other methods
not) avoid wn tten mstruct10n an 1 ee a
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can significantly improve students' b
.
a sorption of the material and even provide the
necessary scaffolding for improving

d"
rea mg comprehension.

The lessons themselves the true
t f h
'
mea O t e course, can be one of the most
difficult aspects to tailor to the online enviro

t W ..
..
.
nmen · ntmg about wntmg qmckly

becomes dense and abstract, discouraging student fr
·
·
· ·
s om paymg attention and readmg m
detail. This can be avoided through the use of slidesho w presentations
·
·
whi ch mcorporate
graphics and examples that are more suited to a visual and virtual environment, and
through videos of instructors providing short lectures in order to increase the feeling of
personal interaction. Stephanie Imig incorporated a combination approach in dealing with
George Ella Lyon's poem, "Where I' m From" in her online class: "I modeled my list [of
items in my life] through a Power Point presentation, and students submitted at least one
item from their lists to the chat box for each category ' (82). Imig continued the lesson by
inserting a recording of her reading her own finish ed poem while students responded in
real-time. She concludes, " It was the closest to a read-around I have ever experienced
since teaching online" (Imig 82). Though instructors must be creative in their approach, it
is possible to create an online classroom that feels very much like a traditional brick-andmortar one.
"It' s N o t The Matrixabout Online Writing Instruction,"
· · Thinkino
~
I n h eressay,
· ·
"A
move toward computer-mediated or
Merry Rendahl urges onlme instructors, s we
.
eed not distance ourselves from our humanity or
technology-enhanced teac h mg, we n
human connections. Through technology we c

an foster human to human connections that

chers and learners" (136). Her point is a
.
.
d. stances b etween tea
aid learning and overcome 1
dents are human technology is only a tool
·nstructors an d stu
'
poignant one-because b Oth 1
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being used to enable people t t .
o numph O
h .
.
ver t e difficulties of distance. As long as it is
used responsibly and with car ful
.
e attentiveness it c b
.
.
' an e a highly effective method of
creatmg a safe and supportive 1 .
.
eammg environment d
.
' an one that fosters growth and selfdiscovery. Most importantly an r
' on me class has the ability to make both instructors and
students re-evaluate themselves whi h .
.
'
c is a vital aspect to any classroom setting. If the
very traits we praise and aspire to so mu h .
..
c m tradit10nal classrooms are possible in the
virtual classroom the only b t 1 b
.
,
o sac e ecomes the mstructors' ability to effectively use the
tools given them in order to connect with th . stu d
. ,
eir
ents, and isn t that the major obstacle
to teaching in any setting?

Piloting the First Online English IO I 0-E
When the Director of Composition informed me that I would be working on the
first online section of English 1010-E with Dr. White-Major, I was excited by the
opportunity, but unsure of how the class structure would work. After all, I could not
schedule weekly lab "meetings" with the students to help them catch up on the skills they
needed. After speaking with Dr. White-Major, we agreed that the best strategy was for
me to try to adapt some of my lessons and writing tips into a written form that I could
post online in the D2L shell for the course. While some of my materials ("Four Ways to
Frame your Introduction") were easy to post online, others were less conducive to a
strictly written format without the benefit of classroom instruction ("Verb Tenses &
Moods"). I made it my goal to post weekly tips and tricks or at least attach a handout that
m1·ght be he1pful to the st udent s in their writing· I also wrote posts about more general
.
. .
..
d ways to keep a paper focused and concise.
Items, such as clanty m wntmg, an
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While students ' initial interest

f; .
.
was au1Yencouragmg, I saw their enthusiasm
quickly flag. I was able to see specifically ho
d
.
.
w many an who had viewed each topic, and
the number of students viewing the content drop d ·dl
••
pe rapi y. One diligent student

continued to check in, and sometimes even post thankful

1· b h
· · f h
rep ies, ut t e maJonty o t e

class eventually ignored the materials I was providing. I think this can be mostly
attributed to the fact that there were no lab "assignments" that they had to complete for
credit. Unfortunately, with the online section, assigning any kind oflab work technically
fell into the category of out-of-class assignments, so my hands were somewhat tied as far
as what I could require of them. I continued posting my tips and checking into the class
on a regular basis to make sure no one had asked any questions or requested help, but the
communication lines were always silent.
Out of the 15 students in the class, only four failed the course, leaving a success
rate of 73.3% (APSU). While the sample size is admittedly quite small, it is encouraging.
However, I still felt that there was a certain amount of student engagement lacking. Dr.
White-Major and I were both checking in frequentl y, and we had even taped short videos
in which we introduced ourselves and welcomed the students to the class in the hopes
that seeing two actual instructors wou Id heIP them to humanize us and separate the
lecture from the lab. However, th e f:act that there was not a separate lab meeting hindered
. wh.IC h is to have two different people echoing each
us from achieving what we do on-site,
.
ibilit to our claims. Though the pilot section of
other' s advice, thereby addmg cred
Y
. our responsibility as educators to
. telYa success ' It. IS
English 1010-WlE was ultima

° to improve our instruction.

constantly evaluate an d asses s what we can d
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Changes in Spring 2015
st
This seme er, Dr. White-Major and I are teaching the second section of online
English I OJ 0-E. Our class size is smaller than last year, but the students are much more
engaged. I still post handouts, but I have made significant changes in order to make them
more visually appealing and useful in the online environment. While the fonnatting is not
drastically different, I have begun color-coding each handout, which seems to help the
students absorb the information despite it being a strictly visual medium. I have also used
advice from seminars on creating effective visual presentations and have broken up large
blocks of text into smaller, more manageable chunks (Wadia). I continue to use
references to popular culture, and quirky sentence examples in the hopes that these will
be easier for students to remember. Though it sounds simplistic, I use "Schoolhouse
Rock" as a model, reasoning that unique and fun learning materials have a better chance
of lodging themselves in students ' brains for the long-term.

Four Ways to Frame Your Introduction
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l ha\'e also posted many more "N ,, .
.
ews items on the course hom epage this
semester m order to remind stude t f
.
n s o upcoming deadl.
mes and to encourage them to
contact me with any questions they ma h
y ave. Compared to last year's radio silence I
'
have already heard from several of the stud
.
.
ents wi th que sti0 ns about the content or for
feedback on their writing. This level of en

gagement 1ets me know that students are

reading my posts and that they feel comfortabl

ki c
•
e as ng ior assistance; both of which were

lacking in the pilot section of online 1010-E Of c
·11
•
•
ourse, we wi not know until the end of
the semester whether this translates into an increased success rate.
The largest change I have introduced this semester is the use of "Quizzes" in
order to assess writing. In attempting to mimic the on-site course as much as possible, I
wanted to come up with a way for students to submit small pieces of writing on a weekly
basis for me to assess and mark. However, coming up with a way to ensure that the
students did not spend more than 55 minutes (the length of the on-site labs) was an
obstacle. To avoid having students treat these writing assignments as homework, and to
ensure that they are not prepared statements, I have the students take a 55-minute "quiz"
each Thursday. The quiz consists of one long-answer question that asks them to write
three to four paragraphs on a specific topic, and I grade the quiz based on whether the
student completes the assignment or not. Students cannot see the prompt until they open
d ore than the allotted 55 minutes, even
the quiz, so there is no way that they can spen m
.
.
. . ..:
d in I then provide feedback to correct any
with preparat10n and orgamzat10n 1actore
·
.
dents receive full credit for the quiz as long as
errors or to offer suggest10ns, but th e stu
· t mount of writing.
th ey submit it with the appropna ea
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Plans for Future Endeavors
If I am ab le to teach more d

eve 1opment

I

··

a wntmg courses in the future, I plan to
broaden my range of instruction and fi db
.
ee ack to include more visual and audio methods.
I am particularly interested in the vide
o capture method for teaching proper MLA
formatti ng so that students could follow al

.h .
ong wit a video screen capture and could

replay the video as many times as needed I w ld 1 .k
· ou a so 1I e to offer the same video
capture feedback on their papers so that I could walk tud t hr h .
.. .
s en s t oug their wntmg m the
same way that I might in a one-on-one conference. Using this technology could greatly
enhance the online experience and make it just as useful as a traditional course, especially
because of the ability to replay videos and revisit materials as needed.
I would also like to use blogs for the lab portion of this class to demonstrate to
students how their writing is meant to be a part of a larger intellectual conversation. In
order to stay within the time constraints of the labs, I would have the students use the
paragraphs they write for their "quizzes" and revise them to be published using my
feedback. After publishing these paragraphs to their blogs, the students would be required
to respond to a certain number of their classmates' posts so that they begin to understand
that it is important to have a solid argument that stands up to critique. The difficulty of
··
h
·
t written solely for the professor could
explai ning in a trad1t10nal course t at a paper 1s no
be more easi ly demonstrated as stu dents respon

d to their peers' claims and offer

. Wfl arguments by seeing what opposition
alternatives. Students could strengthen their 0
there is and addressing it.
.
. courses require just as much work from both
Contrary to popular behef, onhne
t is not enough for professors to simply
.
d- ·onal courses do. I
instructors and stud ents as tra 111
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transcribe materi als from their on-site courses and expect th em t o work m
• an on me
1
setting: it is not enough for students to log in once a week and submit assignments
blindly. In order for an online writing course to be successful, both groups must commit
to doing just as much work as in a traditional course. The trade-off, however, is that both
groups will have more freedom in scheduling and pacing. Since it is clear that neither
developmental writing classes nor online courses are in danger of disappearing from
universities, educators must work to find ways to teach the necessary material to the
greatest number of people in the most effective ways possible. While it does require
significant changes to lesson plans and instruction methods, teaching developmental
writing online is not only viable, but it has the potential to be highly beneficial.
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the Writing They Do for Their Writing Classes." Sullivan and Tinberg 92-109.
Dubson examines the reasons that students in writing courses care only about the
grade they make and not about the writing they are doing. He discusses why students do
not feel personally connected to their writing assignments or care about improving their
work. Most compellingly, Dubson points to the lack of emphasis on writing in our
general culture, and how this directly contradicts the fact that writing is far from dead,
giving students a skewed perspective of the importance of written communication. His
· · of Iarger cu It ural trends that affect students' behavior and motivation is
exammat1on
particularly valuable.

·u

Durrington, Vance A. , Amy Berry h1 , an

d Jeanne Swafford. "Strategies for Enhancing

. Env1ro
. nment ·" College Teaching 54.1 (2006):
• m
· an onhne
Student Interactivity

190-193 . JSTOR . Web. 3 April 2014.
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Much like the articl e fI·om the Teachin S .
.
g oc1ology, this article off
.
strategics for 10creasing stude t
ers specific
n engagement in an onlme
· classroom. To stren
.
anicle. the authors point to rese h h
gthen their
arc t at sug gests that students le b
.
.
am etter the more they
.

are engaged man onlme course . Th ey specifically
.
outlin e ways of increasing
.
. .
. .
student
act1 v1ty by prov1dmg an informal FAQ d"iscussion
. section, using asynchronous
discussions
. . . student- mo derate d discussion
.
. strategies
. . . mediated by the instruct or, mstitutmg
and ut1hzmg problem-based learning . The authors assert that these particular components
create key interactions from student-to-ins tructor as well as student-to-student and that
these interactions are what make an online cl assroom more effective.
.

Dutro, Elizabeth. "What ' Hard Times' Means·. Mandated Curncu
· 1a, Cl ass- pnv1
· ·1 eged
Assumptions, and the Lives of Poor Children." Research in the Teaching of

English 44.3 (2010): 255-91. Print.
Dutro examines the ways in which mandated curriculum contains content which
assumes that all students are living in a stable, middle-class home environment. She
recounts her experience working with a class of third-graders who live in extreme
poverty but are reading texts which treat poverty as a temporary, historical situation,
rather than a very real and present problem. Her findings show that these students have a
very different reaction to the curriculum than what was intended because of their personal
experiences and the ways in which they relate to the text.

.
. . . A De artmental Perspective." Sullivan and
Gentile, James M. "College-Level Wnting.
P
Ti nberg 311-29.
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:\ s an ad ministrator.

Gentile offi
.
.
.
ers hi s perspective on freshman composition
courses and their place m the uni ve ·t
.
rs, Y curnculum H ct·
. e iscusses why it is difficult to
come up with a concrete definition of II
..
co ege- 1eve) wntm
I
g, as we 1as the many aspects
departments must address when teachin th
..
g ese composition courses. He examines the
ways that institutions may structure their freshm

..
an composition curriculum with regards

to prerequi sites, syallabi, and general requirem ens.
t

Gere, Anne Ruggles. "The Long Revolution in Composition ." Bl oom, D a1·ker, and Wh.1te

119-32.
Gere offers insight into the various trends in teaching composition and the
challenges facing those who teach writing courses. She discusses student attitudes
towards writing as well as administrative attitudes towards writing instructors. Gere
finishes by presenting strategies for teaching and collaborating and argues in favor of
closer inspections and evaluations of writing programs on a local and regional level.

Hjortshoj , Keith. The Transition to College Writing. Boston: Bedford/ St. Martin' s, 2001.
Print.
Hjortshoj ' s helpful guide is designed to give high school students an idea of what
..
He outlines what qualities instructors
to expect in their freshman cornpos1t10n courses.
will expect their students ' writing to have, as we 11

as common assi onments and methods
t:,

h t information high school students
of feed back. This book offers a helpful look at w a
. h .r transition from secondary to higher
have availab le to them to help them mt ei
education.

1111 ig.. " tcph anic. "Innovative w ·f
n mg Instruction: Writin
.
.
g Rewued: Teachin W . . .
an Online Setting,, The E .
g ntmg m
.
nglrsh Journal 99.3 (2010)· 80 83
·
.
.
. - · JSTOR. 8 Feb. 2014
This article outlines strateg·
·
ies used for teachin an .
..
.
g onlme wntmg class at the high
school level. Imi g specifically used
hr
sync onous lessons in which all stud ens
t were able
to chat and participate in discussion with both
her and the other students as they learned.
In this way, Imig tried to mirror a normal 1
.
c assroom settmg as much as possible, and
fo und that students who missed the synchr
onous 1essons felt that they had missed out on
a sense of community.

Jordan, Jeanette, et al. "Am I a Liar? The Angst of a High School English Teacher."
Sullivan and Tinberg 36-40.
Jordan, a high school English teacher, describes the stresses of attempting to teach
high school students what they will need to know for college-level writing courses
without the benefit of being told what those courses will expect. She explains that her
main source of information is usually former students who keep in touch or return to visit
and tell her what their college courses asked of them. Jordan makes an important point
and calls for more communication from colleges about what their standards of acceptable
writing are.

. W ·f . Students React to Teacher
Kim, Loel. "Online Technologies for Teac hmg n mg.

.
M d !'f
es " Research in the Teaching of English
11
Response in Voice and Wntten
a
·

°

38.3 (2004): 304-33 7. JSTOR. Web. 3 April 2014.
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This article reports the results of a study of h st d
ow u ents respond to both vocal
and written feedback of their writing in order better to und
Online

t d h
.
.
ers an t e ways m which

teaching can benefit or hinder students' learning The resear h
d
h
•
c ers use texts t at

had been pre-seeded with certain writing problems and asked freshman college students
to react to the responses given by the teachers who read them. The author cited a pre ious
study that found that students' reactions to written responses are typical! infl uenced
most by whether they feel the instructor is credible and likeable. tudies done as far back
as the 1970s indicate that students tend to respond more fa orabl to oca\ feedback
because they feel it is easier to understand and that they are recei ing mor personal
attention from the instructor. The author points out that the practice of audi taping
feedback has not been widely adopted and point to the lack of com eni n

th

probable cause.

Krause, Kerri-Lee . "Supporting First-year Writing Deve 1

pm nt nline... Th Jo urnal of

General Education 55.3 -4 (200 6): 201 -220· J TOR.
This article outlines a study conduct

d b the author and her o\leagu which

.
\ernentary writing in tructi on. The tudy wa
assessed the usefulness of onhne supp
t a pre-te t and a p t-te t
. .
artici ants who re panded o
conducted as a survey of willing P
p
.
. of their ,,11 ,,Titing kill .
.
,a}uated their percepll n
questionnaire in which they e\
d
tati tic and final gra e
. tive data 0oathered from u age
Researchers also used quantita
reports.
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Logsdon, Donald F., Jr. "Online Te h.
ac mg Defended " L
. etter. The American Biolo
Teacher 64.1 (2002): 9. JSTOR W
.
gy
· eb. 3 Apnl 2014.
This is a short letter to the ed -1 .
.
i or m which the · d
.
.
.
wnter efends online teaching by
discussmg the difference ways it can b ·
e imp 1emented. He decries the type of online
teaching outlined in an earlier issue of th ·
e Journal and argues that using an online
classroom effectively actually allows teachers

d
an students to have more one-on-one

interaction than a traditional classroom He sp ·ti 11 d
.
ec1 ica y a vocates the use of discussion
boards and presentations.

National Center for Academic Transfonnation. "Tennessee Board of Regents:
Developmental Redesign Initiative." National Center for Academic

Trans.formation. NCAT, 1 June 2009. Web. 22 March 2015.
This report from the NCA T outlines the structure for the LA r de ign of 2007
across the disciplines. While it focuses primarily on the math program. the information is
also applicable to the developmental wTiting courses. It offer

pecific infom1ation on the

course structure as well as information on the inspiration for the new model.

Rendahl, Merry A. "It's Not The Matrix: Thinking about Online Writing Instruction:·

The Journal of the Midwest Modern Language Association 42. I (2009): 133-150.
Print.
.
b · 0 online teaching or at least an
This article is an argument m favor of em racmo
d .t the benefits of traditional teaching,
argument not to fear it. While the author does a mi
.

a.

she points out that the changmg technol 0 0 1ca

1nature of the world and asserts that
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teachers will do more for their students by d • h .
omg t e1r best to teach online, rather than
resist the change, leaving students in the lurch R dahl
. en
presents the concept of redefining the classroom to include the increasing

b f
nurn er o people who opt for online

classes.

Smith, Aaron. "Americans and Text Messaging." PewResearchCenter. Pew Research
Center, 19 Sep. 2011. Web. 27 Feb. 2015.
An article explaining statistics showing the percentage of Americans who u e text

messaging and, specifically, the percentage who prefer text me age to phone call . Of
note is also the percentage of Americans who do not make or take a phon call on their
cell phone in a typical day. Smith highli ghts the idea that merican ar m r

in I

reliant on digital, written communication rather than erbal.

Sullivan, Patrick, and Howard Tinberg ed . What 1 "' oil ge-l v I" If ritin

?

r ana:

CTE, 2006. Print.
. h ch ol writing t ach rs. It
This book contains essays by bo th college an d hig
.- thin the field of \\Ti tin g in truct1 n.
addresses current concerns and debates wt
-

Education Requirement and Degree
Tennessee Board of Regents. --Genera1
.
.,
d Web. 27 Feb. 2015 .
Reqmrements.' TBR. TBR, n. ·
. .
n oeneral course
tlinino restnct1ons o c
This is TBR' s official document ou
o
requirements and how they affect a

student. s degree progress.
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Towle. CaiToll S. "The Awkward Squad at Yale " The
.
.
English Journal 18.8 (1929 . 6
77. JSTOR. Web. 22 March 20lS.
). 72 This article outlines the implement t'
.
a rnn and process of the Awkward Squad in
Freshman English at Yale during the 1920s T 1
· ow e offers ad etai·1 ed account of how the
program is structured with specific examples of assi
.
gnments, typical class meetings, and
methods of feedback. She provides anecdotal ev·d
f
.
i ence o student improvement and
touches on the enigmatic nature of college writing st d d Th
. . .
an ar s. ough this article is now
86 years old, the instructional methods are markedly similar t th A •
o e ustm Peay's SLA
labs, with the notable difference of their names.

Wadia, Minoo B. "Crap Hats: Approaches to Business Documents and Flyer Design."

South Central Modern Language Association. Austin, TX. Oct. 2014. Address.
Wadia' s lecture focuses on effective design for documents, flyers, and visual
presentations. He gives examples of design elements that have been proven to more
effectively draw the viewer's eye and optimize information retention. Though he did not
specifically address using these methods for handouts, I found his advice very helpful
when updating my teaching materials for all of my courses.

. S h 1W iting' · Writing With
Witte, Shelbie. '"That's Online Writing, Not Bonng c 00 r
·
l
t & Adult Literacy 51.2
Biogs and the Talkback Project." Journal ofAdo escen

(2007): 92-96. JSTOR. Web. 8 Feb. 2014 ·
.
ffectiveness of using online biogs as a
The author of this article examines th e e
. . that one of her students who
.
· · After noticing
means of getting students engaged m wntmg.
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turning in assignments loved writing on her blog, the author teamed up with a
hated
.
·ty professor to teach a joint middle school/graduate student course inspired by a
univers1
program

she learned about at a conference. The graduate students (who were studying

. ) were able to practice responding to students' work while the middle school
education
·ned writing experience in an online environment with which they were
students ga1
familiar.
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